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At 1424 PDT, May 6, 1986, while the unit was in Mode 1 (Power Operation) at 20
percent power, diesel generator 2-1 started on bus undervoltage and abnormally
loaded onto 4 kV bus G. During a manually initiated automatic bus transfer,
the auxiliary power feeder breaker tripped on overcurrent and locked out the
startup power feeder breaker, resulting in an undervoltage condition on bus G.

On May 7, 1986, plant personnel determined that a jumper was incorrectly
terminated in the 4 kV bus G auto transfer scheme, which allowed the diesel
generator to load onto the bus when the auxiliary feeder breaker tripped on
overcurrent. On May 7, 1986, the jumper was correctly terminated and a
functional test was satisfactorily performed. The incorrect termination most
likely occurred during February 1985, when construction technicians were
retesting circuitry in the 4 kV switchgear that had been previously lifted to
remove excess pyrocrete.

Similar tasks performed by the technician that made this termination and a m

sample of similar tasks performed by other technicians will be reinspected for
similar errors. Also, similar jumpers in the auxiliary and startup feeder
breaker cubicles have been verified as terminated in accordance with plant
wiring drawings. A terminal-by-terminal inspection of all control circuit
wiring in the Unit 2 4 kV vital bus switchgear has been initiated.

To prevent recurrence, plant procedures will be revised to enhance the
determination /retermination process. p
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I. Initial Conditions

Unit 2 was in Mode 1 (Power Operation) at 20 percent power.

II. Descriotion of Events
4

A. Event:

At 1424 PDT, May 6,1986, while the unit was in Mode 1 (Power
Operation) at 20 percent power, diesel generator 2-1 started on bus
undervoltage and abnormally loaded onto 4 kV bus G. During a
manually initiated automatic bus transfer, the auxiliary power
feeder breaker tripped on overcurrent and locked out the startup
power feeder breaker, resulting in an undervoltage condition on bus
G. A manual bus transfer requires the auxiliary power source and
the startup power source to be momentarily paralleled, which

. resulted in an overcurrent condition on the auxiliary power feeder
breaker. Calibration of overcurrent and synchronization relays was

| verified to be proper. During subsequent testing of the manual
l transfer scheme, the equipment functioned properly. The

overcurrent relays for the auxiliary power feeder breaker were
reset. The auxiliary feeder breaker was declared inoperable and
Action a. of Technical Specification 3.8.1.1 was entered for a loss
of the 4 kV bus G auxiliary power source. At 1447, bus G was
aligned to the startup power source, and diesel generator 2-1 was
shutdown and returned to normal standby mode.

B. Inoperable structures, components or systems that contributed to
the event:

1
! None.

,

C. Dates and approximately times for major occurrences:

1. February, 1985: Probable time period of incorrect
termination of jumper.

2. May 6, 1985 at 1424 PDT: Diesel generator 2-1 started on
; bus undervoltage and loaded 4 kV
| bus G. The auxiliary feeder

breaker was declared inoperable.'

3. May 6, 1986 at 1447 PDT: Diesel generator 2-1 was shutdown
and returned to normal standby
mode. -

4. May 7, 1986: Incorrect termination of jumper
discovered and corrected.

|
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D. Other systems or secondary functions affected:

None.

E. Method of discovery:

The diesel generator start and loading was readily apparent from
control room indications.

F. Operator actions:

The operators followed the appropriate procedures and verified that
the required equipment autostarted.

G. Safety system responses:

Emergency diesel generator 2-1 started and loaded on bus G
undervoltage signal. The overcurrent signal on the auxiliary
feeder breaker did not prevent the diesel generator from loading
onto the bus.

III. Cause of Event

A. Immediate cause:

On May 6, 1986, at 1424 PDT, diesel generator 2-1 started and
loaded on a bus undervoltage signal. During a manually initiated
automatic bus transfer, the auxiliary power feeder breaker tripped
on overcurrent and locked out the startup power feeder breaker

,

resulting in an undervoltage condition on bus G. i

B. Root cause:
|

On May 7, 1986, an investigation by plant personnel determined that
a jumper was incorrectly terminated in the 4 kV bus G auto transfer
scheme that allowed the diesel generator to load onto bus G with

i

the auxiliary feeder breaker tripped on overcurrent.

The incorrect termination most likely occurred during February 1985 ,

lwhen construction technicians were retesting circuitry in the 4 kV
switchgear that had been previously lifted to remove excess '

pyrocrete. The technician lifted the terminal jumper from CC-3 to I

DD-3 in cell 53-HG-13 to functionally test a parallel circuit.
When the jumper was reterminated, it was installed on CC-2 to DD-3.

1

l
i
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The most probable cause of the auxiliary power feeder breaker
overcurrent condition has been determined to be a difference in the
power angles between bus G and the auxiliary transformer. PGandE |

will continue its investigation to determine the cause of the
overcurrent condition.

IV. Analysis of Event

This event was triggered by a momentary overcurrent condition on the
auxiliary feeder breaker for 4 kV bus G. There was no actual fault on
bus G and no loss of bus G. Had there been an actual fault on the bus,
protective relaying would have separated the diesel from the bus,
leaving it available for future service. Even if bus G had been lost,
FSAR Update Section 8.3.1.1.9 states that "Any two of the three diesel
generators and their buses are adequate to serve at least the minimum
required ESF loads of a unit after a major accident." Therefore, no
adverse safety consequences or implications resulted from this event.

V. Corrective Actions

The jumper was correctly terminated and a functional test was
i satisfactorily performed. In addition, the following corrective actions

are being performed to prevent recurrence:

A. The Startup Dry Run Test (DRT) Group will investigate all similar
work that was performed by the technician involved.

,

B. A study will be performed, on a sample basis, of work performed by'

all other DRT technicians, which will entail a review of test
reports and verification of field wiring. A minimum of 50 test
reports will be investigated.

C. DRT will revise the instructions which cover work of this type to
include independent verification of work performed.

D. Diablo Canyon Electrical Maintenance Department will revise as
| required Administrative Procedure C-4 S1, " Mechanical Bypass,
| Jumper and Lifter Circuit Log," to include provisions which will
' document and independently verify similar type electrical wiring

work.
.

|

|
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|
| E. Diablo Canyon Electrical Maintenance Department will investigate

both the 4 kV auxiliary and startup feeder breakers to all three
Unit 2 vital buses to ensure that the same feature on these

t

breakers were properly terminated.

F. Diablo Canyon Electrical Maintenance Department in conjunction with
Nuclear Engineering and Construction Services will undertake a
program to verify all circuit wiring on Unit 2 vital 4 kV Bus F, G
and H breakers. This will include a drawing verification and a
field wiring verification of all Unit 2 vital 4 kV vital Bus F, G
and H breakers.

G. Nuclear Engineering and Construction Services will analyze the
initiating event of overcurrent trip of the breaker, and propose
corrective actions, if appropriate.

VI. Additional Information

A. Failed componentsi

None.

B. Previous LERs on similar events:

LER 2-85-014 Hiring Error Causes the Inopert.bility of
Feedwater Isolation Valve FCV-439

!

! LER 2-85-019 Hiring Change Resulted in Inoperability of
,

Redundant Action Train A to Main Steam Isolation i

Valve FCV-44

The corrective action of these LERs could not have prevented this
event from occurring since these two referenced events were -

discovered after the incorrect termination of February 1985. Also,
drawing errors contributed to the above referenced events, whereas
this event did not involve a drawing error.
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JAMES D. SMIFFER
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ocu- , " "* " " June 5, 1986

PGandE Letter No.: DCL-86-157

Document Control Desk
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555

Re: Docket No. 50-323, OL-DPR-82
Diablo Canyon Unit 2
Licensee Event Report 2-86-014-00

Diesel Generator Start and Loading Due to an Incorrectly
Terminated Jumper

Gentlemen:

Pursuant to 10 CFR 50.73(a)(2)(iv), PGandE is submitting the enclosed Licensee
Event Report concerning a diesel generator start and abnormal loading due to
an incorrectly terminated jumper.

This LER was referenced in PGandE letter, dated May 28, 1986 (DCL-86-148), in
response to your Inspection Report 50-323/86-02, dated April 28, 1986.

This event has in no way affected the public's health and safety.

[ Kindly acknowledge receipt of this material on the enclosed copy of this
i letter and return it in the enclosed addressed envelope.

Sincerely,

'

J. hiffer.

Enclosure

cc: L. J. Chandler
J. B. Martin

| M. M. Mendonca
' B. Norton

H. E. Schierling
CPUC
Diablo Distribution
INP0 b
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